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The last decade has seen great strides of progress for many  

of the world’s most vulnerable people. The number of people 

living in extreme poverty has more than halved in the last 20 years, 

life expectancy is increasing and more people have access to safe 

drinking water than ever before. 

But there are also concerning trends. Too many people are unable 

to meet their most basic health needs. Huge gaps in health 

outcomes exist right across our region; gaps in access to healthy 

foods, clean air and water as well as to clinics and medicines. 

These drivers of ill-health affect the extent to which each person in 

our region can flourish as a member of their family and community.

these are 
exciting 
times in  
global 
health and 
development



Therefore we believe that taking action on global health inequities  
is important. It’s important not only because it’s the right thing to do, 
but because the health and wellbeing of communities in our region 
affects us all. A globalised world requires that we consider the health 
of those beyond our borders as our own. Global health is important, 
now more than ever.

Global Ideas believes that each one of us has a part to play in 
taking action for better health for all, and therefore has created an 
interdisciplinary community committed to practical action for global 
health equity.

By reaching out to globally minded citizens both within and beyond 
health to include entrepreneurs, engineers, designers and anyone 
with a passion for better health for all, the Global Ideas community 
will be equipped and motivated to make a difference to the health 
of the communities in which they live and work.

What unites our community is a desire to see better health for all and 
a belief in the power of interdisciplinary collaboration to foster fresh 
approaches to achieving this goal.

To achieve our goals, we believe a more integrative, human centred 
approach is required to think more creatively about how we develop 
inclusive and sustainable responses to global health challenges.  
To paraphrase Albert Einstein, we can’t solve our problems with the 
same thinking that we used when we created them. Therefore we  
will build the capacity in the next generation to lead change in global 
health with fresh thinking and 21st century approaches to action.

So often we’re faced with seemingly insurmountable obstacles 
to creating the kind of change we want to see in the world, but 
as Margaret Mead has said; “Never doubt that a small group of 
thoughtful committed citizens can change the world, indeed it’s 
the only thing that ever has.”  The scale of problems we face can 
be overwhelming, and complex factors often get in the way of 
creating real change for the people who desire it most. It’s hard to 
know where to start and what tools we can draw upon. I hope that 
by growing a diverse community committed to practical action for 
global health equity, that we’ll together build the skills and networks 
required to catalyse action for healthier communities, healthier lives 
and a healthier planet.

Lloyd Nash
Co-founder & Chair, Global Ideas.

creating and 
connecting 
the next 
generation 
of global 
health leaders



We are united by a vision of better health for all in the Asia-Pacific. 
We believe there is immense potential to join the dots across 
disciplines to think differently and find new solutions to global 
health challenges. 

We see that lasting solutions to health challenges need much 
more than doctors or health professionals. But the complexity 
of global health can be daunting. And whether we’re artists or 
anthropologists, engineers or entrepreneurs, doctors or researchers, 
our day to day jobs may not bring us into contact with others who 
have the complementary areas of expertise and resources that can 
help us translate our ideas into real-world impact. 

We champion interdisciplinary collaboration and we bridge the 
gap from ideas to impact. We educate, providing practical know-
how and access to established global health specialists. And we 
facilitate peer-to-peer learning and a human-centred exploration of 
innovative solutions to global health challenges. 

To achieve real and lasting change, Global Ideas needs your help. 
As a start-up not-for-profit we are seeking grants and sponsorship 
to build the capacity to create this reality. With a large team of 
hard-working, enthusiastic volunteers and many in-kind supporters 
our costs are low so your investment is great value. Please join us 
in our pursuit to create the leaders who will be critical in shaping a 
healthier future. 

global ideas 
is an 
interdisciplinary 
community 
committed 
to practical 
action for 
global health 
equity



who
we
are

Lloyd Nash (MBBS, MPH, DRANZGOG, FRACP)
Chair & Co-Founder
lloyd.nash@globalideas.org.au

Lloyd is a specialist General & Acute Care physician with expertise in medical 
education, non-profit governance, change management and global health. Lloyd holds 
appointments as Clinical Fellow at University of Melbourne and International Partnerships 
and Programs Coordinator at Project Everest, creating knowledge partnerships to build 
sustainable social impact. He is a former Director of the Royal Australasian College of 
Physicians and is a Fellow of Leadership Victoria’s Williamson Community Leadership 
Program and recipient of the ADC Forum Australian Leadership Award.

Rangi De Silva (B.Sci, MBBS, Adv. DRANZCOG)
Director of Programs
rangi.desilva@globalideas.org.au

Rangi De Silva is currently training in Obstetrics and Gynaecology. Having completed 
Medicine at Melbourne University and undergraduate studies in Science at Monash, 
she has undertaken development and clinical work in Uganda, Sri Lanka and remote 
Indigenous communities in the Northern Territory. Rangi is also the Curator of the World 
Economic Forum Melbourne Global Shaper Hub, the Health and Medicine Work Group 
Leader at The Henley Club and a member of the Make Poverty History co-working group.

Pete Saunders (BVC, MVC)
Director of Communications
pete.saunders@globalideas.org.au

Pete Saunders a digital and brand strategist with expertise in visual communication.  
He has recently worked as Director of Digital Strategy at Health&, a revolutionary  
new health management platform. His previous experience includes work with 
Mercedes-Benz, GMHBA Health Insurance, Selmar Institute of Education, Habitat for 
Humanity, Save the Children, The University of Tasmania, Almond Breeze and Sabco. 
He is a member of the World Economic Forum’s Melbourne Global Shapers Hub  
and an Associate Fellow of the Royal Commonwealth Society.

Arthur Cheung (BSc MBBS BHlthSc (Hons) GCGPP FRSPH)
Director of Strategy
arthur.cheung@globalideas.org.au

Arthur is a management consultant with McKinsey & Company, where his focus is health 
systems & services. He has experience in innovation & government strategy, organsiational 
design, payor and provider operations. His global health experience includes working on 
the UN Sustainable Development Goals with the WHO, facilitating the Health Working 
Group at the CHOGM Youth Forum, and as Youth Commissioner for the Lancet-UiO 
Commission on Global Governance for Health. More locally, he was previously Queensland 
State Coordinator of the AYCC and Vice Chair of the Australian Youth Affairs Coalition.

Peter Haasz (BA, MBA)
Non-executive Director 
peter.haasz@globalideas.org.au

Peter is a business executive and entrepreneur with expertise in growth strategy, 
strategic partnerships and innovation. He is currently VP Business Development  
& Strategy at Culture Amp, the world’s leading culture analytics platform, and he 
consults to global digital media distributor, OverDrive. In his spare time, Peter juggles 
training for marathons, discussing global politics, drinking black coffee, and testing  
out new dad jokes. Peter is passionate about applying collaborative design processes 
for social impact.

Kieran Beck (B.AeroEng., B.Com)
Director of Finance
kieran.beck@globalideas.org.au

Kieran is an investment banker with UBS, where he focuses on mergers & acquisitions and 
capital raisings for publicly-listed companies. Kieran also holds interests in development 
finance and has worked at the intersection of the environment and public health, most 
recently with Pollinate Energy on expanding the organisation’s social impact model in 
southern India.

Gillian Turnbull (BA (Hons), MA)
Director of People and Culture
gillian.turnbull@globalideas.org.au

Gillian is a Director in the consulting team with Social Ventures Australia where she works 
with not-for-profits, Corporates, Foundations and government to help improve the impact 
they are able to have on the main drivers of disadvantage in Australia. Gillian is passionate 
about global health having spent several years working in HIV/AIDS with the Clinton Health 
Access Initiative in Jamaica and Haiti. She then moved on to work with Tony Blair’s Africa 
Governance Initiative as an advisor to the Ministry of Finance in Rwanda and Sierra Leone 
before finally moving to Melbourne.

Catherine Pendrey ((MBBS (Hons), BMedSci (Hons)) 
Director of Partnerships 
catherine.pendrey@globalideas.org.au

Catherine is a medical doctor and student of economics with aspirations to advance 
global health, equity and sustainability.  Her particular focus is on addressing the 
health impact of climate change, and working to secure a healthy future for under-
served communities in Australia and the Asia-Pacific. She has experience in health 
policy, health system redesign, organisational strategy and adapting medical education 
systems to better reflect the health challenges of the world today. Catherine has served 
in national leadership roles in various health related non-government organisations.



we’re a team 
of dedicated 
volunteers
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The Forum engages and inspires action 
on global health inequities. The program is 
shaped around five personas that capture 
the diverse spectrum of action that leads 
to global health impact. Participants leave 
with new knowledge of the range of global 
health issues and the ways we can act 
individually and collectively. Empowered 
to continue their educational journey with 
new networks to connect to opportunities 
and new tools to approach challenges 
systematically and creatively.

Labs inspire and engage more deeply by 
providing more detailed analysis of a single 
issue in global health. A content expert leads 
highly interactive small group sessions aimed 
at translating and transferring the latest 
academic work into insights that change the 
way we live and work. We encourage shared 
peer-to-peer learning through reflection 
on various aspects of the action agenda 
including leadership, advocacy, collaboration 
and ethical deliberation.

Design Jams provide problem-based 
experiential learning for global health action. 
Jams are highly facilitated immersion in the 
process of design to move beyond empathy, 
understanding and ideas into building 
and testing solutions that may be further 
developed and applied by our program 
partners. Our facilitators embed training 
in design thinking in the global health 
and development context to advance our 
understanding of both. 

A DIFFERENT EDUCATIONAL OFFERING 

This kind of education is different to most others on offer, in the 
following ways:
• It is highly accessible, positioned for busy passionate people 

so that it can be weaved around full time work, with different 
programs offered on multiple occasions during the year.

• It is more experiential, with a focus on problem based learning 
and facilitated self reflection.

• It is more practical, with a focus on translating academic 
content to relevant material for global health practitioners. 
Facilitation is led by practitioners with an emphasis on real 
world experiences.

• It is more collaborative, with a strong focus on building  
an interdisciplinary community to draw upon the wisdom  
of the crowd, shared knowledge and collaborative learning.

• It is cheaper, a very low cost base to allows our programs  
to be excellent value for money.

• It is more creative, using a set of design tools that articulates  
a systematic approach to innovation.



GLOBAL

ideas

global ideas forum 
is without doubt 
one of the most 
informative, 
innovative, engaging 
and fun ways to 
contribute to the 
important global 
health issues  
of our time.  
- prof rob moodie am



300
interdisciplinary

attendees

3
days

40
speakers

global ideas forum is the best way to expose your organisation  
to a large interdisciplinary group of global health innovators.

In 2016, we are exploring the many faces of global health.

We bring together international and local experts from a range 
of fields from journalism, bioethics, emergency relief, economics, 
design and business. This year’s Forum will be held from the 2nd - 
4th September, when 300 passionate participants will be challenged 
to innovate and disrupt the global health landscape.

In 2016, the Global Ideas Forum theme is ‘Identity: The Many Faces 
of Global Health’. Through this theme we aim to explore how self 
perception and societal perceptions can impact one’s health. We will 
explore how embracing differences amongst individuals, communities 
and cultures can help us move towards more equitable health for 
all. We will particularly focus on the key areas of Gender and Health, 
Refugee and Asylum Seeker Health and Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Health.

Our goal is to inspire the next generation of global health innovators 
to take their next step in the global health space and become agents 
of change. We define our participants not by their professions but 
rather by their passions. Our participants are: 

• Adventurers who seek new opportunities far and wide and  
are inspired by the examples set by multinational NGOs such  
as Doctors without Borders; 

• Leaders who seek to articulate plans nationally and 
internationally through political institutions and international 
organisations such as the UN and the WHO; 

• Campaigners fomenting movements of people galvanized  
by injustice and inequity, creating change from outside our 
modern day bureaucracies; 

• Community organisers who seek to drive change through 
empowering communities; 

• Entrepreneurs who are visionary and idealistic, charting  
an ambitious course into the future spurred by modern  
day champions. 

the
many
faces forum

GLOBAL

ideas



“the unique focus 
on small group 
discussions made  
the experience  
highly stimulating 
and invaluable.”

GLOBAL

ideas



The Global Ideas Labs is a series of events focused on global  
health challenges. We partner with leading organisations to deliver 
rich and meaningful educational content. In 2016 Global Ideas 
Labs program will explore the nexus between health, development 
and sustainability through the framework of the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals.

Our presenters come from both inside and outside the field of 
global health and are selected to challenge and inspire the curious 
and passionate. Presenters include some of the brightest minds in 
their industries and address a multidisciplinary audience who are 
united to broaden their horizons, expand their networks and become 
immersed in a real world global health issue. 

Places are limited and intimacy is paramount, enabling a focus 
on interaction and the bridging of ideas to action. Events are 
run approximately monthly, cutting across different global health 
challenges and models of change. 

With a focus on taking the latest evidence from research and 
practice, Labs examines the implications for global, regional and 
local contexts. The Global Ideas Labs series: 

• Engages a multidisciplinary group of young, passionate people; 
• Puts active and curious individuals in the same room as 

international global health leaders; 
• Disrupts traditional thinking and pushes novel solutions; 
• Creates a community of changemakers for 21st global  

health challenges; and 
• Is a unique opportunity to meet and inform the next generation 

of global health leaders. 

6
sessions

3
hours

the
deeper
dive

30
attendees

global ideas labs exposes your organisation  
to truly disruptive thinking in global health
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“i love the idea 
of collaboration 
between diverse 
groups of 
professions...  
i’ve learnt so  
much from other 
people, their ideas 
and where they  
come from.” 



Global Ideas Design Jams join the dots across global health, 
bringing together interdisciplinary teams to solve complex global 
health challenges using Human Centred Design processes. 
Participants come together over two days to learn about the 
principles of Global Health, as well as developing unique 
understanding of a specific real-world health challenge faced by a 
Global Ideas design partner. 

Participants can expect to learn the basics of human centred design, 
applying it to understand the challenge, ideate and create solutions. 
They will enjoy a facilitated workshop environment that fosters 
creativity, exploration and collaboration, combining expertise from 
a wide range of backgrounds and industries. Exploring and defining 
the health challenge is facilitated by our design partners, who share 
their experience and understanding of the challenge context and 
the people facing it. Their unique perspectives assist participants to 
empathise with the challenge. 

Workshops are supported by expert facilitators, who lead 
participants through ideating, prototyping and testing. The 
workshops culminate in a pitch session to a panel of experts and the 
design partner, who provide feedback on prototypes and who hope 
to take the winning pitch to the drawing board for further iteration 
and development. 

Participants will make new connections and develop valuable skills. 
They will become part of a growing network of people who are 
striving to drive real and lasting change in global health, and will 
become better equipped as agents of change.  

25
spots

2
days

the
biggest
difference

1
big challenge

global ideas design jams brings together interdisciplinary  
teams to solve complex global health challenges

GLOBAL
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now
it’s
your
time
to
take
action



Global Ideas relies upon a diverse community of partners and 
supporters to create and deliver our innovative program and 
to ensure it remains accessible to a diverse community. We are 
thankful for the support we receive from corporate, government 
and not-for-profit sector organisations that share our long-term 
commitment to health for all in our region.

The following pages provide details on specific opportunities to 
support our activities, and the benefits we offer our supporters in 
return for their generosity. We also recognise that every partnership 
is unique and we are therefore able to customise specific packages 
based on your partnership objectives and the type of contribution 
you seek to make, which may include:

• Financial contributions;
• In-kind contributions based on the needs of each individual 

program (e.g. facilities, catering, technology, etc);
• Contributing to our program content (e.g. participation  

in speaking roles and panels, or contribution of content  
for our website); and

• Co-branding and co-creation initiatives.

To discuss program sponsorship packages or custom opportunities, 
get in touch via info@globalideas.org.au or contact one of our 
team members listed on page 12.

important information
• Free tickets may be used by different individuals on different 

days, and are additional to free entry for any program speakers.
• All discount codes are subject to ticket availability on a first-

come-first-served basis.
• Speaking invitations are subject to content guidelines.

let’s
work
together



global
ideas
forum
packages

principal partner — $12,500
• Verbal acknowledgement as a principal partner in  

opening & closing sessions 
• Opportunity for brief (3 minute) speech in either opening  

or closing session 
• Prominent display of logo at all program sessions  

and workshops 
• 3 free tickets 
• $2000 total value in ticket discount codes for your  

employees, representatives, partners and customers  
($100 discount for up to 20 tickets) 

• Logo displayed on Global Ideas website, in the Forum  
Program, and all outbound Forum promotional materials 

• Trade stall during forum trade fair 
• Cross-promotion on social media channels 

major partner — $5,000 
• Verbal acknowledgement as a major partner in  

opening & closing sessions
• Opportunity for brief (2 minute) speech in a plenary session 
• Prominent display of logo in opening & closing sessions 
• 2 free tickets 
• $1000 total value in ticket discount codes for your employees, 

representatives, partners and customers ($50 discount for  
up to 20 tickets) 

• Logo displayed on Global Ideas website, in the Forum  
Program, and all outbound Forum promotional materials 

• Trade stall during forum trade fair 
• Cross-promotion on social media channels 

event partner — $2,500
• Verbal acknowledgement as an event partner in  

introductory and concluding remarks of workshop session
• Prominent display of logo in sponsored workshop 
• 1 free ticket
• $500 total value in ticket discount codes for your employees, 

representatives, partners and customers ($50 discount for  
up to 10 tickets) 

• Logo displayed on Global Ideas website, in the Forum  
Program, and all outbound Forum promotional materials 

• Trade stall during forum trade fair on the day of your  
sponsored workshop 

• Cross-promotion on social media channels



global
ideas
labs
packages

event partner — $500
• Verbal acknowledgement as an event partner at one Labs event 
• Opportunity for brief (3 minute) speech at one Labs event 
• Prominent display of logo at one Labs event 
• 2 free tickets to one Labs event 
• Logo displayed on Global Ideas website and promotional 

materials for one Labs event 
• Cross-promotion on social media channels 

major partner — $3,000
• Event partner privileges for an entire Labs season  

(all 2016 events or 6 events, whichever is greater)



global
ideas
jams
packages

principal partner — $10,000
• Verbal acknowledgement as principal partner at the  

opening and closing of every Design Jam event  
(all 2016 events or 4 events, whichever is greater)

• Opportunity to participate in judging panels (as relevant)  
at each Design Jam event 

• Opportunity for brief (3 minute) speech at the opening  
or closing of every event 

• Prominent display of logo at every Design Jam event 
• 4 free tickets to every Design Jams events 
• Logo displayed on the Global Ideas website, in any  

Design Jam program materials, and all outbound  
Design Jam promotional materials 

• Cross-promotion on social media channels

major partner — $5,000
• Verbal acknowledgement as major partner at the  

opening and closing of two Design Jam events 
• Opportunity to participate in judging panels (as relevant)  

at the sponsored Design Jam events 
• Opportunity for brief (2 minute) speech at the opening  

or closing of sponsored events 
• Prominent display of logo at sponsored Design Jam events 
• 3 free tickets to two sponsored Design Jams events
• Logo displayed on Global Ideas website, in any Design  

Jam program materials, and all outbound Design Jam 
promotional materials 

• Cross-promotion on social media channels 

event partner — $2,500
• Verbal acknowledgement as principal partner at the  

opening and closing of one Design Jam event 
• Opportunity to participate in judging panels (as relevant)  

at sponsored Design Jam event 
• Opportunity for brief (2 minute) speech at the opening  

or closing of sponsored event 
• Prominent display of logo at sponsored Design Jam event 
• Logo displayed on Global Ideas website, in any design  

Jam program materials, and all outbound Design Jam 
promotional materials 

• 3 free tickets to one sponsored Design Jams events
• Cross-promotion on social media channels



we’re
big on
community

principal partners

major partners

event partners



join 
us in
leaping
into  
the
future

Let’s talk
When you are ready to discuss partnership opportunites,  
please email us: info@globalideas.org.au or contact  
one of our team members listed on page 12. 

www.globalideas.org.au


